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Abstract 
In this short paper, I introduce the work of the artist 
group Teaching and Learning Cinema, which re-
enacts Expanded Cinema artworks from the 1960s 
and 70s. I make a connection between sociality 
(which binds together artists in collectives and 
screening "clubs") and the issue of medium-
specificity. Re-enacting Expanded Cinema, I sug-
gest, gently probes at the intersection of medium-
specificity and sociality. This practice asks ques-
tions about the material qualities of film, video and 
performance, and the particular relations these 
media carry across time and culture. 
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Introduction 
This paper uses the re-enactment prac-
tice of the artist group Teaching and 
Learning Cinema (Louise Curham and 
Lucas Ihlein) to consider some broad 
issues about medium-specificity. By re-
creating performative works from the 
past, questions of materiality and social 
context are tangibly activated in situated 
experience. I begin by giving a brief 
genealogy of Teaching and Learning 
Cinema, before touching on some of the 
problems which emerge through re-
enactment. 
 
Historical Background of Teaching 
and Learning Cinema 
Teaching and Learning Cinema (Louise 
Curham and Lucas Ihlein) evolved from 
another collective called SMIC – Sydney 
Moving Image Coalition, formed in 
2003. SMIC, for its part, was inspired by 
MIC – the Moving Image Coalition – 
based in Melbourne, which had evolved 
from the Melbourne Super 8 Group. 
SMIC was a “film-lovers and film-
makers” group, which held convivial 
sporadic screenings in inner-city ware-
houses, and encouraged its members to 
bring along and show things they had 
made. SMIC had a very DIY ethic, and 
during the early 2000s many of its activi-
ties involved Super 8 film, encouraging 
members to make and show work using 
this small-gauge celluloid medium. 
SMIC’s focus on Super 8 could argu-
ably be seen as a return to territory 
staked out by the Sydney Super 8 
Group in the 1980s – a group which (in 
1990) evolved into the less medium-
specific Sydney Intermedia Net-
work (SIN) – which itself evolved, in 
2000, into dLUX Media Arts (the “d” 
presumably standing for “digital”) [1]. 
Thus it could be offered somewhat 
wryly, that SMIC’s focus on the pre-
digital Super 8 format represented some-
thing of a devolution. But I don’t believe 
that our interest in “old-media” was in 
any way anti-progress – nor was it a 
nostalgic technology-fetishists club. 
 However, SMIC was in practice a sort 
of social club (defined as an “association 
of two or more people united by a com-
mon interest or goal”) - one whose 
members were, on the whole, quite 
young. One of the binding tenets of this 
club was the belief that it was important, 
in a moment when digital video had just 
begun to gain ubiquity, to spend some 
time with a medium which was well and 
truly on its way to becoming commer-
cially redundant (and possibly extinct). 
Our screenings were peppered with dis-
cussions around notions of medium-
specificity: the image grain, colour-cast, 
and archival issues of Super 8 film 
stocks – and these material, chemical 
and physical qualities were compared, 
not just with video, but also with other 
celluloid media, especially 16mm film. 
Time was also of the essence in these 
discussions: not just in the obvious sense 
– that a cartridge of Super 8 afforded 
only three precious minutes of footage – 
but also in that it would take at least a 
month to have it processed. Such a slow 
turn-around (in a world that in the early 
2000s was on the cusp of YouTube!) 
necessarily expanded our discussions of 
medium-specificity to encompass how 
cycles of creation and distribution in 
moving image making intersect with our 
social experience of time in everyday 
life. 
SMIC screenings usually incorporated 
a segment we called “Primary Sources” 
– in which an Australian film-maker or 
artist was invited along to show and 
speak about a work they had made (ei-
ther recently or in the distant past). The-
se Primary Sources segments were an 
attempt to turn our self-made cinema 
into an ad-hoc classroom. Artists we 
worked with included David Perry, Joan 
Grounds, Mike Leggett, John Gillies, 
Manny Gasparinatos, Mike Cooper and 
Anne Walton [2]. It was the richness of 
this pedagogical aspect which led Louise 
Curham and I to shift our focus away 
from the convening of collective screen-
ing events, and towards a slower process 
of historical practice-based research in 
moving image performance. This shift 
also coincided with a change of name, to 
Teaching and Learning Cinema. 
 
Expanded Cinema Re-enactment 
What we have focused on, since mid 
2005, is the re-enactment of works of 
Expanded Cinema from the 1970s (the 
decade, incidentally, in which Louise 
and I were both born). Our focus to date 
has been on works produced by artists 
associated with the London Film-
Makers' Co-op, such as Guy Sherwin, 
Malcolm Le Grice, William Raban, and 
Anthony McCall [3]. Our impetus – as it 
was in the SMIC Primary Sources events 
– is to learn something by trying to con-
nect with the work of our forebears. In 
some cases, this has involved us becom-
ing “custodians” of works of experi-
mental film which involve a live or 
“performed” element – works which 
might (without our intervention) cease to 
exist once the originating artist dies. To 
be precise – the works would continue to 
exist, in the same way that their deceased 
creators will continue to exist – as mem-
ories, stories, and as documentation in 
archives – but their embodied enact-
ment would no longer be able to be di-
rectly experienced by others [4]. 
Since the readily available, then-
current technologies for making moving 
image art in the 1970s included 16mm 
and Super 8 film, our re-enactments nec-
essarily have to grapple with the issues 
of medium-specificity and “authentici-
ty”. Does it make sense to use celluloid 
in 2013 to recreate a work from 1971? 
The answer is “yes and no”. [5] 
Our contemporary media context 
might make the choice of pre-digital 
technology seem like a deliberate tech-
nological “statement” (retro / nostalgic / 
luddite). One could argue that, in the 
1970s, the use of celluloid film by artists 
may have seemed more transparent – a 
“neutral” and convenient carrier of au-
dio-visual meaning within then-current 
moving image discourse. And yet the 
situation is not quite that simple. 
Artists such as Malcolm Le Grice, 
William Raban and Guy Sherwin (whose 
works we have re-enacted to varying 
degrees of depth and completion) are all 
associated to some extent with the struc-
turalist/materialist tradition in experi-
mental film-making. Working in this 
tradition meant drawing attention to the 
specific qualities of the film medium, as 
well as the discourses that surrounded 
the proliferation and consumption of 
moving images in society. In other 
words, such works were already – in the 
moment of their execution and initial 
performances – problematising the no-
tions of medium and mediation [6]. 
Thus – to re-enact 1970s Expanded 
Cinema is not, we would argue, to pro-
duce a “cover version” – a lesser imprint 
of an “original” which retains its authen-
ticity even in the face of its corporeal 
degradation – but rather it is to engage in 
an ongoing chain of remediation initiated 
(and indeed called into being!) by the 
work itself. 
Our research process brings us into di-
rect contact with artists 30 or 40 years 
older than us. This intergenerational 
exchange involves learning – not only 
about how media artworks were made 
before digital technology – but about 
what kinds of “social clubs” were in-
vented to serve the purposes of produc-
tion, screening, and discussion [7]. Thus 
re-enactment creates new layers of me-
diation – not only technological, but 
also, crucially, social - or perhaps it re-
minds us of the difficulty in regarding 
these two things as separate domains.  
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